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Crash bandicoot gems guide

Bandicoot Crash: Run! Clear, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, black and N. Rotary gems (known as power gems in Bandicoot Crash: On run! and diamonds in Japanese localization) are stones that can be collected throughout the Bandikot crash series. Like crystals, they are powerful artifacts capable of harnessing planetary energy when collected
(as Mentioned by N. Brio in Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex Strikes Back). They are usually collected through different means and special tasks such as breaking all the boxes at a certain level. Gemstones are also shown in different colors and are more distinctive and rare than ordinary gemstones. In Twinsanity Crash, there are six gems hidden in each level to
crash to collect, which count towards 100% finish. Overview shows gems in every major crash Bandicoot console game so far. They are usually collected in each level that contains a crystal. Gems are different from crystals though. Crash is forced to collect crystals in each level in order to progress in the game and plot, but gems are more optional for him to
collect. However, they are still required to collect if the player wants to reach 100% of the achievement. According to N. Brio, gems, like crystals, are powerful artifacts capable of harnessing planetary energy and can be used for power machines. Also like crystals, gemstones possess huge amounts of energy on their own. Gems are clear the most common
way to collect gems by breaking all the boxes at a certain level. This requires crash out and search every way and complete each bonus round to ensure that it earns a gem at the end of each level (except in the Bandicoot crash where boxes in bonus rounds do not count towards boxes in the level). There are also different methods for collecting regular gems
such as completing the path of death, a specific task, or a secret level. Grey gems that appear only in Bandicoot Crash: Fury Veneer, this function like clear gems but can only be obtained by completing jewel ways, discovering and targeting. This share the same model as red gems. Colored colored gems are similar to regular gems, but work differently and
are rarer. There is only one of every color gem in most crash bandicoit games. Colored gem types include blue, red, green, purple, yellow and orange, although not all colors appear in all games. Colorful gems are usually given to crash to complete a particular challenge, task, or puzzle in a level. Most often this is a road of death, but it can also be of
discovering a secret area of level or completing a special mission. Once the jewel is obtained colored, it is counted towards the total regular jewel. The difference between colored and clear gems is that colored gems provide a special lift at certain levels once you get them. These special jewel lifts allow crash to reach Areas in the level in order to break more
boxes he can not break earlier or take him to a completely different way to collect more visible gems. These jewel lifts only work once the color gem has been collected though. Otherwise, the elevator scheme will only appear if the jewel is not collected yet. In Bandicoot Crash: Fury Veneer, at any level that contains a colorful gem, the secret path will become
so set out if the player has died anywhere but special areas. The following is a list of each type of gems and where they can be found in various games. Bandicoot Crash Bandicoot 2: Strike Curtis Back Getting All The Gems is one of the requirements of 102% finish and finish ing second. Jewel color level style of collection opens clear (37) all levels is
different, but most are obtained by breaking all the boxes in a certain level, and many others are found by taking alternative paths turtle woods passes through the level without destroying any boxes. Hang eight jewel track and distance outside the multicolored jewel track Snow Go Complete The Secret Road using the secret gate of air crash. It can also be
obtained directly from the main road Snow Go using glitched jump. Snow Bee's Jewel Track and spaces outside the multicolored jewel track the eel deal deal complete a secret path behind a fake wall. The jewel path of ruin and a distance outside the multicolored gem of the food plant path reach the end of the level before the timer runs out. Drain or jewel
path later and spaces out the multicolored jewel bee path after entering a secret road of fake nitro ladders. Spaced out the multi-colored jewel bandicoot crash track: Warped getting gems is one of the requirements of a maximum 105% finish and second finish. Crash racing team in this game, there are five colored gems: blue, red, green, yellow and
purple. Each of these gems is obtained by winning the corresponding jewel cup. Gemcups are unlocked by getting all CTR icons of the same color. Get all five colored gems opens the turbo track. Crash Bash every minigame (except boss battles) contains a green gem. These are the only gems in the game. They are obtained either by winning a tour in a short
period of time, or with odds against the player. Gems are required to unlock boss battles and move on to the game. 25 gems are required to open Keg Kaboom. Bandicoot Crash: Fury Veneer get gems is one of the 106% maximum requirements of completion and second finish. Bandicoot Crash: A huge adventure getting gems is required to reach the hidden
mega mix hidden boss battle that can get the final clear gem and finish second. Crash Bandicoot 2: Tranced n in this game, all the gems are getting clear by breaking all the boxes at a certain level. There are three secret levels unlocked by getting all the jewel fragments of a particular color (and subject level) that are hidden in most platforming levels. These
secret levels all Colorful gem. To enter the battle of trainer N. Trobe, the crash has to get the three colored gems. Each of these colored gems is required in order to play at trial time at the level in question. Jewel color level method of collection opens clear (24) all levels break all the squares in the level of the Wild Nile ride near the end of the trial time phase
in Wild Nile Ride, the N. Tropy Trainer fight 101 Arab kites near the end of the time level trial in 101 Arab kites, and N. Tropy coach fight fire walker near the end of the time-level trial in Walker Fire, N. Tropy anti-crash coach Nitro Kart in this game, there are four colored gems: blue, red, green and purple. Each of these gems is obtained by winning the
corresponding jewel cup. Gemcups are unlocked by getting all CNK icons of the same color. Get all four colored gems opens Hyper Spaceway in adventure mode. Twinsanity crash in this game, there are six gems hidden in each level, each of different color: blue, clear, green, purple, red, and yellow. Unlike other games in the series, all gems share the same
shape. Collecting gems opens the concept of art, storyboards, cutscenes, and located in the pause menu. The color of the gem refers to the type of gallery it opens. Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy clear and colorful gems appear again in The Bandikot N. Sane Trilogy replays of the first three games, where they rerise the same roles that were in the original
versions. Unlike the original version of the first game, the player can get a clear gem in the remake even after losing one or more lives, making clear gems easier to get. Colored gems in the remake of the first game still require the player to break all the boxes in each of them levels without losing life, however. Most importantly, there are also new gems added
to the trilogy. Here are updated tables: Crash Bandicoot get all the gems to get 104%. Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex strikes again getting all the gems is one of the requirements of 102% finish and finish ing second. Jewel color level method of collection clearopens (37) each level except boss levels. It is different, but most are obtained by breaking all the boxes
at a certain level, and many others are found by taking alternative paths to reach the Nitros Brio base for operations and 100% ending (with colored gems) turtle woods passes through the level without destroying any boxes. Hang eight jewel track and distance outside the multicolored jewel track Snow Go Complete The Secret Road using the secret gate of
air crash. It can also be obtained directly from the main road Snow Go using glitched jump. Snow Bee's Jewel Track and spaces outside the multicolored jewel track the eel deal deal complete a secret path behind a fake wall. The path of the jewel of ruin and spaces outside the multicolored gem the path of food plants reach the end Before the timer runs out.
Drain or jewel path later and spaces out the multicolored jewel bee path after entering a secret road of fake nitro ladders. Spaced out the multi-colored jewel bandicoot crash track: Warped getting gems is one of the requirements of a maximum 105% finish and second finish. There is also a newly added level, future formula, which adds an additional 3%. The
Nitro-Fueled Racing Team red, green, blue, yellow and purple gems crash back into the nitro fuel racing crash team where they serve the same purpose as the original version of the crash team race. Orange and clear gems also appear in Mine Dragon and Twilight Tour (along with other colors of jewel) and props, but serve no other purpose. Crash
Bandicoot 4: It's about the time jewel color level method of collecting clear unlocks (228) story levels and schedule levels have 6 clear gems. 1-3 gems: collect 40%, 60%, and 80% of Wumpa fruits respectively. Gem 4: Break All Crates.Gem 5: Death through a level no more than three times. Jewel 6: Hidden somewhere in the level. Opens 100% end N.
Verted (228) N. Rotary gems are like clear gems upside down and can only be obtained in N. Verted Mode. 1-3 gemstones: collect 40%, 60%, and 80% puma berries respectively. Gem 4: Break All Crates.Gem 5: Death through a level no more than three times. Jewel 6: Hidden somewhere in the level (but not in the same place as the one in normal mode).
106% end N. Sanity peak step in nine-stage platforms regularly opens before the rest of Lani Loli in a certain order, starting from the bottom left: right, right, top, top, left, left, bottom, right. Crash compressor jewel track and poisonous tunnels multicolored jewel track hit the road or truck stops the player must spin the vibrating garbage can and then keep the
spinning controller after he jumps out of the tray until a controlled toy car collides with a nitro cage, making it explode and reveal the jewel. The player can get from a stop truck unless it is not already obtained in hitting the road. Jetboard Joit Jewel Path and Toxic Tunnels track draggin' multicolored jewel on going through the level without destroying any
boxes. Crash landed a jewel track and poisonous tunnels a multicolored jewel track run by Bayou at the beginning of the level, instead of jumping into the plane, the player must jump across floating boxes to a moving platform and then jump from the four boxes on the left to reach the jewel. Bears repeat the jewel track and the poisonous multicolored jewel
tunnels path the clear jewel appearances in the Blue Jewel Bandicoot.A crash in the Bandicoot.A green gem crash in the crash of The Bandicoot.A green gem crash in the crash Bandicoot.An the orange jewel in the crash of the orange jewel Bandicoot.An bandicoot.A purple jewel crash bandicoot.A red gem crash in the yellow jewel Bandot crash bandot.A
jewel clear in the blow back.A jewel clear in the blow back.Crash 2: Blow the crust again; In the blue gem gamea in Cortex strikes Back.Cortex strikes back again the green jewel; In the green jewel gamea in Cortex strikes back.A purple jewel in crust strikes back.A purple jewel strikes in crust strikes Back.A red jewel strikes in Cortex strikes back.A red jewel
strikes back.A blows back.A yellow jewel strikes in Cortex strikes back.A blue jewel in team crash Racing.A green gem in The Green Jewel Bash.A crash in Bash.A crash jewel clear in Bandicoot crash: Cortex.A fury blue jewel in cortex.A green jewel fury in cortex.A purple jewel fury in cortex.a red jewel fury in fury Cortex.A is a yellow gem in Cortex.A's wrath
of a clear jewel in the Bandikot crash: a huge jewel green adventure in a huge adventure. A clear gem in Bandicoot Crash 2: N-tranced.a blue gem in nitro card crash.gel: Ripto's Rampage.Blue Gem Elf from Purple.Green Gem Elf Crash from Purple.Purple Gem Elf Crash from Purple.Red Gem Elf Crash From Gem.Red Elf crash from Purple.Yellow Gem,
the icon gem of Twinsanity.Green is a twinsanity.Purple gem gem icon from Twinsanity.Yellow gem icon of Twinsanity.Yellow gem.A is a clear gem in the Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy. A clear gem in N. Sane Trilogy.A blue gem in N. Sane Trilogy.A blue gem in N. Sane Trilogy.A green gem in N. Sane Trilogy.A. A jewel of orange in N. Sane Trilogy.A
purple jewel in N. Sane Trilogy.A red gem in n. sane trilogy. A yellow gem in N. Sane Trilogy.An a clear jewel symbol of the Bandicout N. Sunny crash Trilogy.An the jewel symbol of the Bandkot N. Trilogy.An Sunny Trilogy.An Trilogy.An a yellow gem of the Bandicout N. Sahab crash Trilogy.An the symbol of the purple gem of the Bandicoot N. Crash
Trilogy.An. A clear gem of Bandicoot 4 Crash: It's about Time.An N. Inverted Gem from Bandicoot Crash 4: It's About Time.A Blue Gem from Bandicoot Crash 4: It's About Time.A The Clear Jewel of Bandicoot Crash On the run!. Add a picture to this trivia show in The Peel Fury, and all the gems can be obtained by shooting them with fruit bazooka. In The N.
Sane Trilogy version of Cortex Strikes Back 100% cutscene finish, the orange jewel can be seen along with other colored gems, although they do not appear in the game. Spain Français Italian Português Português do Brasil community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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